Upright Bike : FC PRO DESK BIKE

FC PRO DESK BIKE

Increased your work productivity while getting your exercise done at home with FC Pro Deskbike. This bike is equipped with thick cushioned
saddle, large desk tray for laptop or reading magazine and 8 adjustable resistance control for variable intensity. You can easily track your
speed, time, distance, calories and ODO on the monitor as you cycles.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Variant price modifier:
RM 1750
Price with discount: RM 1,490.00

RM 1,490.00
RM 1,750.00
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RM -260.00

Ask a question about this product

Description
Increased your work productivity while getting your exercise done at home with FC Pro Deskbike. This bike is equipped with thick cushioned
saddle, large desk tray for laptop or reading magazine and 8 adjustable resistance control for variable intensity. You can easily track your
speed, time, distance, calories and ODO on the monitor as you cycles.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES & BENEFITS

SWITCH FROM DESKBIKE TO EXERCISE BIKE

Easily convert your deskbike to an exercise bike in minutes by simply removing the desk tray and adjusting the handlebars upright for optimum
cycling experience.

EXTRA THICK SADDLE WITH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT

Train longer with the extra thick, adjustable saddle which easily moves up/down and front/back to fit different users and to provide multiple riding
postures.

8 LEVEL ADJUSTABLE RESISTANCE CONTROL

The resistance level can be easily adjusted by just turning the knob to change between easier or more challenging exercises with different
resistance settings.
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LARGE PERFORATED DESK TRAY

The large none easily slipped off perforated desk tray can keep your laptop cool and easily detachable from the bike when not in use.

LCD MONITOR WITH GADGET HOLDER

The easy to use LCD monitor tracks time, speed, distance, calories burned, and ODO which helps to monitor your performance. With the gadget
holder, you can place your mobile device or MP3 player to keep you entertain as you exercise.

MULTI-PURPOSE HOLDER

The multi-purpose holder can be used to put your water bottle, stationaries or snacks nearby. You can even clipped it to the left or right side of
the tray to suit your personal needs.

SPECIFICATIONS
Console Feedback
Resistance
Display
Tray size (L x W)
Pedals
Saddle
Weight of flywheel
Transport Wheels
Product Dimension (LxWxH)
Others

Time, speed, distance, calories burned, ODO
8 Level Resistance Control
LCD Display Screen
22.9 x 15.2 cm (9’’ x 6”)
Self Leveling Pedals
Horizontal and vertical adjustment
5KG
Yes
96.5 x 68.6 x 116.8 cm (38''x 27''x 46'');
Multipurpose holder, large desk tray.

Downloads
FC-UB201
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